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Below is a summary of the workshop objectives. From the
, presentations and the panel discussions some of the objectives
were satisfied and others still need some follow-up work involving
mo;e details than the workshop time permitted.
_ WORKSHOPOBJECTIVES
IDENTIFYSPECIRCAREASFORTECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENT
_ From the discussions and presentations on the current space
station subsystem designs it was not clear whether new technology
is needed to handle a centralized waste system capable of mixing
multiple chemicals or whether development of existing technology
can do the job. The safe treatment of waste in a centralized system
includes identification of incompatible chemicals, purging the waste
lines and verifying their cleanliness, separating, filtrating and
compressing waste material for storage. How this is to be done
with existing technology was not clear. Another area that needs
development is the technology for sensors and detectors. Many cf
the existing ground based detection systems are large resource '
consumers (volume, power, vacuum, cooling, etc.), and would require
considerable modification for use in space. Space station ,_
subsystems designers should clearly identify how the current
designs will accommodate the users requirements with existing
technology and what, if anything, necessitates the development of
new technology.
ADDRESSPAYLOAD/FACILITYREQUIREMENTSSUCHAS SAMPLESIZE
, ; RESTRICTIONS,LEVELSOF CONTAINMENT,ETC. BY BRINGING
TOGETHERTHE SCIENTIFICINVESTIGATORSANDTHE SAFETYEXPERTS
To satisfy this objective much more detailed information is
needed than was available at the workshop. Experiment ,}peracional
scenarios are needed from the users that address how mu,;h on board
characterization will be performed and how much automation versus
crew interaction will be required during this analysis. Further
communications between safety experts, space station subsystems
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designers and the user payload designers will need to take place
before any conclu=ionsabout r6strictionson samples or payload
designscan be addressed. User soonsoredworkshopsor studies
including crew utilization, on-orbit characterization and operations
is needed to fulfill this objective.
-_ INSURETHATCREWSAFETYISTHE HIGHESTPRIORITYFORSPACE
STATION
Although the focus of every presentation was on safety
concerns past, present and future, there was not a clear space
station programmatic line of responsibility to address safety
issues. The question "How does space station insure that crew
safety is the highest priority?" was not answered. Safety
representatives from the workpackage centers addressed many
safety related questions, however, safety is a program wide
responsibility and to satisfy this objective more participation from
space station safety organizations is needed.
IDENTIFYPRELIMINARYOPERATIONALCONSTRAINTS
-IDENTIFICATIONOF FACILITIES/EXPERIMENTSREQUIRING
SPECIALIZEDEQUIPMENTAND/ORPROCEDURES
" -CREWLIMITATIONSANDPROTECTIVEGEARREQUIREMENTS
The equipment or operational procedures required to
accommodate some users, such as, a pressurized furnace (to 80
atm), radioisotopes used in life sciences experiments and a high
vacuum (10-6 torr) were not identified. It was unclear whether
these payload requirements could or would be accommodated in the
current space station designs. Preliminary payload or operational
constraints were not identified. These examples all have safety
and or PMMS design implications.
It was pointed out by a university participant that the
Spacelab crew carrying out experiments on orbit were not required
to wear the minimum ground based lab protective gear, such as
goggles, lab coats, gloves etc.
ESTABLISHA FRAMEOF REFERENCEOR BASELINEOFAPPLICABLE
WASTEHANDLINGEXPERIENCE
Lessons learned from Skylab and Spacelab were presented, as
well as how things have changed based on that experience. This
information provided a frame of reference for on orbit experience.
Industry presented some ground based examples of waste handling,
such as, microbial systems, exhaust gas conditioning and reactive
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¢bed plasma systems. How much, if any, of this informatio._is being
studied for incorporation into sp_ce station systems was not clear.
USETHEWORKSHOPASA BASISFORASSESSINGTHE CURRENTAND
APPLICABLESPACESTATIONREQUIREMENTS
The space stationsubsystemsdesigns(PMMS, FMS, ECLSS),
are currently undergoing revision as a result of the Program
Requirements Review (PRR). To satisfy this objective and to
establish a greater fidelity in the subsystems capabi!ities, user
payload experiment and facility developers need to provide their
best estimate of operational requirements for volumes of fluids
needed, volumes o" waste expected, pressures, temperatures, flow
rates, concentrationand purity levels. The workshop has encouraged
dialogue in these are.,s.
PROVIDEAN EDUCATIONALANDINFORMATIONALFORUMFOR
GOVERNMENTEMPLOYEES,CONTRACTORS,EXPERIMENTALFACIUTY
. DEVELOPERS,AND POTERNTIALHARDWARESUPPLIERSINVOLVED
WITHTHE SPACESTATIONPROGRAM
Presentationswere given by 22 government, 16 industry and 2
university participants. These included contractors, experimental
facility developers and potential hardware suppliers. There was
informationexchange during the discussion periods, as well as
exchange of business cards and telephone numbersduring the coffee
and lunch breaks. Communicationshave been initiated and it is to
the benefit of all of us to keep them going.
DOCUMENTTHEWORKSHOPRESULTSANDIDENTIFYFOLLOW-ONSTUDY
ISSUES
The workshop proceedings will be mailed to the participants in
Jar_uary,1989. This will include the summary report and
recommendationsfrom the Discussion Panel as well as summary
reports from the Session Chairmen and any written questions
submitted from the participants. It will also include Xerox copies of
the material presented at the workshop. The Environmental Steering
Committee, co-chaired by the Office of Space Station and the Office
of Space Science and Applications, will review the workshop results
and propose a follow-up plan. This plan should include the
involvement of the appropriate space station level II panels and
working groups as well as the applicable workpackage
representat;ves. It should also include close cooperation with, and ,
representatives from, the user community.
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Many questions were asked during the course of the workshop.
Some answers may exist in the space station documentation being
revised after the Program Requirements Review (PRR) or are
currently being worked in studies or working groups and panels.
However, since satisfactory answers were not available at the
workshop, some of these questionswere flagged as issues and
concernsand some resulted in recommendations. For the session 2
summary report, rather than try to recommend design solutions for
systems that cross many technical discipline borders, I have
summarized the essence of the questions that were asked during the
course of the workshop.
SUMMARYQUESTIONS
1. It was stated that ECLSS would provide 7 locations for
contaminant detection. Is this sufficient given the lack of gravity _ !
driven air flows in micro-g?
2. Does PMMS have the sole responsibilityfor payload leak
detection? Does ECLSS have any responsibility? Are there back-up
systems for payload contaminant detection? What is the users
responsibility?
, 3. What is the range of contaminants that space station subsystems
._ (PMMS, ECLSS, FMS) provided sensorscan detect? :_
4. Will the warning, caution and alarm displays and systems be :
common in all pressurized modules?
5. In the event of a toxic or hazardous material spill within the lab
module, is the responsibilityfor the cleanup redundant between
ECLSS and PMMS, or do they have specific areas of responsib!lity? If
L
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so what are they? Who provides the contin§ency plans and the
necessary tools?
6. Which safety office provides overview of the systems design and
' development, particularly in cases where the subsystems cross
workpackage assignments or where their interfaces meet? What
: safety office will be responsible for developing user payload
facility and operational guidelines and regulations? How do shuttle
safety regulations get folded into space station?
7. What kinds of user safety guidelines or regulation manuals are, or
will be, available to the user facility/payload designers? WhE
safety office, panel or review board will be responsible for
verifying compliance of these regulations? Where and when will
this information be available?
8. PMMS, FMS and ECLSS design requirementsare driven to a large
extent by operational scenarios, such as, the amount of on orbit
: characterization of toxic or reactive materials and vacuum/vent,
glovebox, and lab support equipment usage. Strawman operational
_._ scenarios are needed by the subsystemsdesigners for greater
•_ definition of their requirements. Information is needed in the area
nf fluid volumes (supply and waste), pressures, temperatures, flow
rates, concentration levels and purity specifications.
9. What is meant by triple containment and two-failure-tolerant?
(It was unclear as to whether triple containment was the rnethod by
"= which the requirement of two-failure-tolerant is met, or whether
they were two separate requirements, both with independent
methods for compliance.) Is there consistent agreement across
NASA centers? Will vacuum vent be considered one level of
containment? Will there be a station wide policy on what triple
containmentis, or will it be on a case by case bases as it has been
on shuttle flights in the past?
10. Will gallium arsenide, mercury cadmium teluride, and mercury
iodide samples be processed and characterized on orbit? How will
any restrictions, regulations or guidelines be developed for the
handling of these toxic materials?
11. How much processingand containmentwill be required at each
level of responsibility: payload, lab level (PMMS for USL) _',d station
wide (FMS)?
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12. Will the PMMS be capable of handlingbiotoxinsand biohazardous I
material? I _4
_ 13. What is the space station plan for handling radioactive waste?
14. Will the emergency shower for crew decontamination provide
enough water to meet flushing requirements?
0
15. Will the waste water reclamation system be capable of
processing the waste water (brine) from the cage washer
(approximately .75 gallons per cage) and the biotechnology facilities
requirement to wash and sterilize between each run? ,
16. What are the international partners planning for waste
management in their modules? What plans does ESA have for
handling payload waste in their module? What capability does the
JEM waste system have?
17. Does a centralized waste system make sense given the problems
of combining multiple chemicals? Ground processing systems do
_- not, in general, operate using a centralized system. '
18. Is this centralized waste system used si-ultaneously by '_
multiple users, or in series? If used one at a time, how will the
contaminants from one dump be purged and cleanlinoss verified?
19. Is there a period when venting to space will be allowed, such as
during station reboost or shuttle visits?
20. Is the vacuum vent for purging experiments a separate line from
the hard space vacuum provided for isolation purposes? i
21. If the vacuum system is provided to 4 quadrants of the USL, does =
this mean a user (in the USL) will risk cross contamination with
another user in the same quadrant?
22. What is the planned disposition of "large" solid waste such as ,
" contaminated "Kimwipes" or empty sample containers?
23. What are the resourcecosts for the PMMS and FMS in terms of
volume, power and mass, consideringsuch things as compressorsand
high pressure storage tanks for the waste material?
,
I
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24. Is space station (PMMS, FMS, safety, operations, logistics, etc.)
looking at how systems are designed and procedures are carried out
_. on the ground? For example:
a. College chemical laboratories are required to store their
. chemicals in a protected area, such as, behind a "blow out wall'.
b. Department of Transportation has categorized chemicals for
storage and transport purposes.
c. Some laboratories precipitate and distill their chemicals to
reduce their storage volume.
d. Ground laboratory safety regulations require lab workers to wear
protectivegear, i.e. goggles, gloves, lab coats, shoes etc.
25. Is space station developing a chemical labeling system that is
: consistent, accurate, common and "user friendly" across all lab
modules?
26. What are the trade-offs and safety concerns of having an
experiment which processes hazardous or toxic materials and is
operated autonomously reducing crew risk, but requires fluid supply
and waste management scheduling with the inherent risk of disposal
schedule overlap of two incompatible chemical waste products?
27. Is fluid delivery, waste disposal and vacuum/ventinga
scheduled service? Is the scheduling local to PMMS, or is it a station
wide operational schedule?
28. Has space station considered safety implicationsin USL rack i
layout? For example:
a. Placing payloads involving hazardous operations in locations such _:
that they do not block the exit route in the event of a leak of a toxic
substance?
b. Placing the emergency, decontaminationshower in a node?
29. Are the space station leak detection and contaminant control
systems looking at the ground based sensors and detectors currently
available? Are they doing any research or development in the new
technology areas such as fiber optics and laser systems?
30. Are the waste management ,_ystemdesigners looking at ground
based systems, such as, microbialsystems, reactive bed plasma and
exhaust gas conditioning systems?
)
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31. In micro-g conditions,stagnant air pockets may reside where
toxins could collect, is the ECLSS air circulation sufficient to flush
out these areas?
_ 32. With the build up of perspirat:on,dust and dirt particles, due to
micro-g conditions, is there a regular maintenance plan to "wash"
the internal surfaces of space station? Who has this responsibility?
33. Will an individualmodule be e_pable of "dumping"its
contaminated atmosphere and repressurizing to normal conditions?
All of these questionswere asked in some form or a'_otherduring
the course of the workshop. Some had no answers, others had partial
answers, still others had definitive answers, but the answers were
not acceptable as solutions. Any follow on work the space station or
the users agree to sponsor should, as a first step, answer the
questions raised at this workshop.
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ABSTRACT
, THE PP.OCESS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
OF TI-I]? ,_R__EEDOMSPACE STATION'S U.S. LABORATORY
The space station user community requirements were .tined during
the phase B study, 1985 thru 1987, and served to identif_ common
%
use set of required unique subsystems and facilities. These
requirements which resulted m the current design are reviewed and
updated. Comparisons are drawn between the Skylab, Spacelab and
._ MIR programs, both as to program goals, methods employed and the ;
facilities provided.
Major system design issues identified are related to the
unprecedented space hardware life expectancy of 20 to 30 years,
_ such as reliability and safety, and to the broad spectrum of
potentially hazardous chemical substances to be used by the science
community, such as materials compatibility, contamination, triple
containment and safety.
The PMMS is defined in terms of the currently basel_ned subsystems
and current issues, design options and schedules are reviewed.
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